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Abstract—Directing users to a nearby, high-performing front-
end is core to the business of content delivery networks (CDNs).
CDNs which use DNS to direct users to servers face the challenge
of making decisions based at the LDNS-level, not based on
the client’s IP address, and, in many cases, an LDNS is not
representative of the clients it serves. The EDNS Client Subnet
specification provides a solution by embedding a portion of
the client’s IP address in the DNS query to help CDNs make
better redirection decisions, but both the LDNS and authoritative
resolver (CDN side) must support the standard. While there has
been well-publicized adoption of Client Subnet by authoritative
CDN resolvers, adoption rates across LDNSes are unknown.

In this work, we examine Client Subnet adoption in LDNSes.
We analyze DNS queries captured over one month from Mi-
crosoft’s Azure Cloud platform. We find that adoption on the
Internet is very low across ISPs but query volume is relatively
high due to the popularity of public DNS services. We discover
high network adoption rates in China and reveal that Chinese
public DNS services deploy LDNSes deep into end-user networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Content delivery networks (CDN) are global scale networks

designed to improve user web experience by delivering low-

latency and highly available content, primarily by serving

content close to users. For large content providers, the per-

formance gains offered by CDNs are critical because slow

performance directly impacts revenue. For example, both

Amazon [20] and Yahoo [27] have disclosed that hundreds

of milliseconds of additional latency have a major impact on

revenue.

The means by which a CDN directs users to a nearby

locations is called redirection. A common approach to use for

latency-sensitive workloads such as Search is DNS (§II-1).1

While most of the time DNS-redirection performs well, the

“client-LDNS mismatch” problem (§II-2) hurts performance

by directing users to distant servers [26].

EDNS Client Subnet (ECS) [14] is a specification to address

the client-LDNS mismatch problem by allowing an to LDNS

forward a portion of the client’s IP address to an authoritative

DNS server. The authoritative DNS can use that client-specific

information to make accurate per-client decisions rather than

by LDNS. For ECS to function, both the client’s LDNS and the

authoritative resolver must implement the ECS specification.

ECS adoption on the authoritative end by CDNs and cloud

providers has been quick, wide-spread, and well advertised.

Networks such as Google, Amazon, CloudFlare, CacheFly,

1While there are several other popular approaches to redirection, such as
anycast [11] or HTTP, ECS is only relevant for DNS redirection so we do
not discuss others in this work.

EdgeCast [1], Akamai [5], [13], Microsoft [3], and others

have publicly advertised their adoption of ECS. This makes

sense given CDNs, cloud providers, and ad-revenue driven

content providers have strong financial incentives to sell and

operate performant services. But without widespread adoption

in LDNSes, the benefit of ECS is limited.

Outside of the two largest public DNS services, Google

Public DNS and OpenDNS [1], the state of ECS adoption in

LDNSes is unknown, even though the majority of end-user

ISPs continue to operate their own LDNS services(§IV-A).

In this work, we quantify the adoption of ECS in LDNSes

on the Internet. We are motivated by importance of accurate

DNS-redirection performance to CDNs, and therefore the

entire Internet ecosystem. As ECS is currently the most

promising solution to the client-LDNS mismatch problem,

measuring ECS prevalence is critical to understanding the fac-

tors impacting performance of CDNs that control the majority

of content on the Internet.

Our work contributes the following results:

• We demonstrate that the client-LDNS mismatch problem

is not only limited to public DNS services. The average

distance from 15% of client/non-public LDNS pairs is

900km or more.

• We find that adoption of ECS in LDNSes across the

Internet is minuscule; observing only 76 ASes sending

any ECS queries.

• ECS query volume seen by authoritative resolvers is

large, around 40% of total volume, due to the popularity

of Google Public DNS and OpenDNS.

• Our results reveal that 39% of ASes originating ECS

queries are from China. We discover this is due to Chi-

nese public DNS services deploying their resolvers into

end-user networks; a practice more commonly associated

with large CDNs [10], [31].

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we discuss the background on DNS-

redirection, the motivation behind ECS, and how ECS works.

1) DNS-based Redirection: A CDN has geographically

distributed server clusters, called front-ends (a.k.a. edges or

proxies), serving nearby users to shorten paths and improve

performance. CDNs direct clients to a front-end by redirection.
DNS-based redirection has been a historically popular choice

with several large CDNs such as Akamai [23] and Google [10],

[15].
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Fig. 1: Distribution of average distance between
Microsoft users and their LDNS.
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Fig. 2: The DNS resolution process simplified. CDN authoritative DNS server can only make per-LDNS
decisions (a), so some clients may be directed to a distant front-end (b).

Figure 2(a) shows the DNS-redirection process2. When

a client wants to access a web resource (e.g. an image)

hosted by the CDN, they send a DNS request to their local

DNS (LDNS) resolver, which, if lacking a cached response,

forwards the request to the CDN’s authoritative server. In

general, the authoritative server can only see that the request

originated from the LDNS IP address, not a specific client.

The CDN’s authoritative server then returns its estimate of

the best performing front-end for the clients served by the

LDNS. This works well if those clients are geographically

and topologically proximate to each other, but this is often

not the case [13], [16], [24].
2) Client-LDNS Mismatch: Figure 2(b) illustrates the

client-LDNS mismatch problem. By distance, the figure shows

the best performing front-ends for the lower and upper client

groups are 204.79.72.4 and 204.79.0.1 respectively.

Since an authoritative server can only make a per-LDNS

decision, there is no single response that will provide good

performance to all clients and the lower clients are directed to

a distant front-end. Next we discuss the ECS solution.
3) EDNS client-subnet-prefix: ECS exposes a portion of the

client’s IP address to an authoritative server, allowing CDNs

to make a client-specific redirection choices [14]. For ECS

to work, both the LDNS and authoritative server must have

support. When an LDNS receives a client DNS request, it

embeds the client prefix in the request and forwards it to

the authoritative server. The specification recommends that the

client prefix length be at most /24 for privacy purposes and

previous work observed this is largely the case in practice [10],

[28]. If the authoritative server supports ECS, it will send a

response with the scope that the authoritative server’s response

covers. For example, the client prefix length may have been

sent as /24 but the authoritative server decision may have

been scoped to /22. The response scope plays a critical role

in LDNS response caching. If the scope is large, the cached

response is valid for more clients, but the response may be

imprecise for some clients. Smaller scopes generate more

2We simplified DNS resolution process here to focus on ECS related DNS
components.

cache entries, potentially increasing eviction and decreasing

hit rate, but provide precise client responses.

This process is typically transparent to the end-user. Public

DNS resolvers such as Google Public DNS and OpenDNS

do not forward client-specified ECS queries to authoritative

servers. Some ECS-enabled authoritative servers will response

to client-specified ECS request sent directly to them.3 Other

authoritative servers employ whitelists to prevent enumera-

tion [10], and so only incorporate ECS information in resolu-

tion when the resolvers are in their whitelists, such as Google

Public DNS or OpenDNS.4

III. MOTIVATION

ECS solves the client-LDNS mismatch problem. Previous

work from Akamai showed that for clients using public DNS

resolvers, such as Google Public DNS and OpenDNS, the

mean distance between clients and their servers was over

3,200km before deploying ECS. After deploying ECS, the

mean distance dropped to around 400km [13]. For countries

that have very high public DNS usage, they observed a 50%

reduction in RTT, from 200 to 100 milliseconds. This demon-

strated that poor performance due to client-LDNS mismatch

was fixed by ECS, but left open the question of how much

opportunity there is for ECS to improve CDN redirection for

non-public resolvers.

Figure 1 shows the CDF of mean client distances between

Microsoft users and their LDNS from the Odin [12] dataset

(§IV-A). Using the methodology described in Section 3.3 of

Chen et al. [13], the mean client distance for an LDNS is

computed by first computing the centroid of an LDNS -

the average location of all clients that it serves, and then

finding the mean of the distances between all clients and the

centroid. The “All client-LDNS mean distance” line shows

similar results to what Akamai reports for all client-LDNS

pairs. The “No-Public” line is the client-LDNS mean distances

3e.g.$ dig +subnet=1.2.3.4/22 @ns1.google.com www.google.com
4Akamai falls into this category [18].
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excluding Public DNS resolvers.5 This line shows that around

15% of client-LDNS pairs are around 900km or more from

each other, meaning that large proximity between clients and

their LDNS is not only a public resolver issue. Given that

ECS can improve performance for a significant fraction of

non-public LDNSes, we seek to understand Internet-wide ECS

adoption in LDNSes.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND DATASETS

This section describes the methodology and datasets we use

to evaluate ECS adoption in LDNSes on the Internet.

A. Datasets

ADNS Logs. Our primary dataset is a one month snapshot of

production Microsoft Azure authoritative DNS (ADNS) logs

collected during January 2019. ADNS are globally distributed

across Azure’s cloud infrastructure and host DNS records of

Azure customers. For each DNS request, we use the times-

tamp, LDNS IP address from which the query was received,

and the client-subnet prefix if the query was ECS-enabled. Our

trace contains over 155 billion queries over 5 million LDNS

IP addresses from 45,366 ASes, covering nearly 70% of ASes

advertised on the Internet.

Odin. The second dataset is a two week collection of client-

LDNS association logs from Microsoft’s client-side Internet

measurement platform called Odin [12]. Odin runs in popular

Microsoft end-user applications and measures performance,

such as latency and availability, of Microsoft’s network. Part of

Odin’s measurement suite includes a technique borrowed from

Mao et al. [22] to uncover client-LDNS associations by gen-

erating a unique hostname (e.g. $(Rand).contoso.com)
that gets resolved by Odin’s authoritative DNS and also gets

uploaded by the measurement client over HTTP(S). A join

between HTTP and DNS logs on $(Rand) provides the client-

LDNS association.

Our datasets have a few limitations. First, both our ADNS

and Odin datasets contain only IPv4 LDNSes. Second, al-

though unlikely, it is possible we may misclassify LDNSes

as non-ECS-enabled if they only forward ECS information to

authoritative DNS servers in a whitelist that does not include

Microsoft.6 Third, we do not claim to have complete coverage

of LDNSes or ECS-enabled LDNSes on the Internet. As

a large cloud provider, Microsoft’s view of the Internet is

broad, but limited to Microsoft’s customers and customers of

applications built on top of Azure. We further discuss coverage

in the next section.

B. LDNS Coverage

Our data contains LDNSes from over 45,000 ASes and 5

million LDNS IP addresses which we believe is a large enough

sample to provide insight into the state of ECS adoption. For

reference, Akamai’s evaluation of client-LDNS proximity [13]

5Based on usage of Google, CloudFlare, OpenDNS, Quad9, DynDNS,
UltraDNS, and Yandex public DNS services.

6OpenDNS is a service that uses an ECS whitelist [8].

Network Type Count Percent Examples
CDN 1 1.3 Akamai

Cloud / Hosting 26 34.2
Amazon, Microsoft, Oracle, OVH,
Rackspace, Packet Host

Edu 2 2.6
Oklahoma Network for Education
Enrichment, China Education and
Research Network Center

Misc 6 7.8 AppRiver, Alibaba, Tencent

Public DNS 3 3.9 Google Public DNS, OpenDNS

Telco 38 50
China Telecom, Korea Telecom,
Frontier, Vodafone Kabel,
Telefonica Germany

Total 76 100%

TABLE I: Network type of ASes with ECS-enabled LDNSes. Due to the
small number of ASes, we investigated and labeled each by hand.

RIR Country Count Percent
AFRINIC South Africa 1 1.3
APNIC China 30 39.4

Hong Kong 2 2.6
India 1 1.3
South Korea 1 1.3

ARIN United States 3 3.9
LACNIC Brazil 2 2.6

Chile 1 1.3
Ecuador 1 1.3

RIPE Georgia 1 1.3
Germany 5 6.5
Moldova 1 1.3
Netherlands 4 5.2
Russia 2 2.6
United Kingdom 1 1.3

Global 20 26.3

Total 76 100%

TABLE II: The geographic footprint of ASes that host ECS-enabled LDNSes.
The “Global” field indicates ECS-enabled LDNS services spanning multiple
continents such as Google Public DNS.

uses 584,000 distinct LDNSes which account for 84.6% of

Akamai’s global client demand.

We examine our LDNS coverage by comparing against the

ground-truth of two large public DNS services, OpenDNS and

Google Public DNS, and coverage of LDNSes used by a pop-

ular measurement platform, RIPE Atlas [9]. From snapshots

taken on 2019-02-12, our datasets have 100% coverage of all

107 prefixes listed on the Google Public DNS FAQ page [4]

and all 31 prefixes listed in the OpenDNS data center location

page [7]. For RIPE Atlas, we discover 6,552 distinct public

LDNSes across all 10K active probes using the methodology

described in §V-D. Our dataset overlaps with 97.9% of these

LDNSes.

Given that LDNSes are shared Internet resources across

hundreds or thousands of individual users, we believe our

adoption results in §V are largely generalizable because there

is likely high overlap of LDNSes seen across other large cloud

networks. The exception is §V-B because these results are

heavily dependent on the user population mix, which is likely

very different across providers.

V. RESULTS

Having described the need for ECS, and its importance for

CDN performance, we now focus on the state of ECS adoption

in LDNSes.
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Fig. 3: The percent of queries that contain ECS and percent of LDNS IPs
that send ECS queries across all ASes with ECS-enabled LDNSes.

A. Have Networks Widely Enabled ECS for LDNS?

Using the ADNS dataset, we first investigate how many

ASes have deployed ECS-enabled LDNSes. We find that only

76 ASes host LDNSes that sent any ECS queries to Azure

hosted domains or cloud resources over the one month period,

indicating that ECS adoption across ASes is very small (0.1%).

We exclude the full list of ISPs for space, but is available at

https://aka.ms/ecslist.

Table I shows the ASes broken down by network type.

The two dominant network types are Telco (50%) and

Cloud/Hosting (34.4%). Since Telco networks provide connec-

tivity to most end-users, and end-users are sensitive to CDN

performance, it is intuitive that they would host the largest

number of ECS-enabled LDNSes. Cloud environments are also

a logical choice for ECS-enabled LDNSes, but for services

instead of end-users. One reason is that many cloud providers

offer services that are not available in all regions. ECS enables

multi-region deployments to access services in the nearest

available region. Another reason is businesses can have inter-

cloud architectures. ECS facilitates a service running in one

cloud provider region to get directed to a nearby region in

another cloud provider. We observe many cloud providers

present in our dataset including Amazon, Microsoft, Google,

Oracle, and OVH.

Intra-AS ECS adoption is variable. Figure 3 shows the

percent ECS queries and ECS-enabled LDNS IPs per AS.

For nearly 50% of ECS-enabled ASes, ECS queries and ECS-

enabled LDNS IPs make up less than 1% of the total DNS

queries and LDNS IPs observed. Low adoption by queries in-

clude Amazon and Microsoft from the Cloud side, Telcos such

as Vodafone Libertel(AS33915), Korea Telecom(AS4766), and

several regional China Telecom networks(AS58563,AS58466).

There are a number of possible reasons for this behavior.

For cloud providers, it may be that the ECS-enabled LDNSes

are hosted VMs for another network. For low adoption Telco

networks, ECS may be part of a small-scale trial period or

a small number of individual users hosting their own ECS-

enabled LDNSes. If Telcos provide business connectivity, it

may be that enterprises host their own ECS-enabled LDNSes

but on the AS’s IP space.

Adoption by query volume is not indicative of adoption by

Fig. 4: ECS and Non-ECS global DNS request traffic observed from Azure
authoritative DNS servers during a 10 day period in January 2019.

LDNS IP. In the case of Google, we see 99% of queries as

ECS-enabled but only 13.7% of LDNS IPs observed send any

ECS queries. For OpenDNS’s primary AS we observe nearly

50% of LDNS IPs as ECS-enabled but by query volume it is

99.5%.

Next, we examine the geographic footprint of ASes with

ECS-enabled LDNSes. Table II shows the breakdown by

Regional Internet Registry (RIR) and country. Around 26%

of ASes are marked as “Global”, meaning that they offer

services in multiple continents. This includes most cloud

providers and public DNS services. In the RIPE region, the

Netherlands and Germany have relatively strong adoption

compared to other countries with a combined 11.2% of ASes.

In LACNIC, Brazil(AS28299,AS61813), Chile(AS28099), and

Ecuador(AS27947) all have regional Telco networks with ECS

resolvers. In North America, there are only three domes-

tic ASes, including Frontier, one of the largest broadband

providers in the United States. The most striking result is that

almost 40% of all ASes hosting ECS-enabled LDNSes are in

China. We present a detailed investigation of ECS in China in

Section V-D.

Our results show that across ISPs on the Internet, ECS

adoption is very low. However, as we observe in the next

section, some networks contribute a disproportionate volume

of DNS traffic, revealing a different view of adoption from the

authoritative server perspective.

B. How Prominent are ECS Queries for a Cloud Provider?

Next, we explore ECS query volume observed in Azure as

compared to non-ECS queries.

We find that despite low per-network adoption on the

Internet, ECS queries make up a large percentage of all

authoritative DNS requests in Azure. Figure 4 shows the

breakdown of ECS and non-ECS traffic globally over 10 days

in January 2019. The shaded blue portion shows the percentage

of non-ECS traffic is only slightly higher than ECS traffic.

We observe a strong diurnal pattern of higher non-ECS traffic

during North American weekday business hours that fluctuates

between 55% and 65% percent of total DNS traffic. We also
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Fig. 5: Total query volume and the percent of ECS-enabled queries for the top
10 ASes by query volume. Each point represents a single LDNS IP observed
in the dataset.

observe a plateau in ratio changes due to weekend traffic

patterns.

Out of ECS queries in Figure 4, Google’s public DNS traffic

dominates, making up 30-35% of all DNS queries and around

75-80% of global ECS DNS traffic. OpenDNS is the second

largest band with 5-8% and all other 73 ECS-enabled ASes

combined make up 2-3% of DNS queries.

While we initially assumed that LDNSes would either fully

enable ECS or not at all, we found that most ECS-enabled

LDNSes show mixed support: 85% of the 3221 ECS-enabled

LDNS IP addresses also send non-ECS queries, including

large DNS and CDN providers. Figure 5 shows all LDNS

IP addresses that send mixed ECS queries by AS. We observe

that over 98% of queries from Google and OpenDNS ECS-

enabled LDNS IPs addresses contain ECS. We verify that 97%

of Google ECS-enabled LDNS IP addresses observed in our

dataset belong to Google Public DNS prefixes [4]. We also

observe that Akamai has a wide range of mixed ECS support

(45% to 98% ECS-enable queries) for their LDNS addresses

(black triangle in Figure 5).

We were unable to find a clear explanation for mixed ECS

behavior. One possibility is that some LDNSes in our dataset

are DNS forwarders with ECS and non-ECS LDNSes behind

it. Another is that ECS enabled by default but disabled for

certain hostnames or clients for privacy reasons. ECS data

might be also dropped by middlebox such as a DNS forwarder,

when a DNS packet is large or the middlebox does correctly

support EDNS0.

Our results in this section showed that the volume of ECS

queries served by our authoritative cloud DNS servers is quite

large and originate mostly from Google and OpenDNS public

DNS services. Next, we look at how this high ECS query

volume translates to adoption across individual end-users on

the Internet.

C. How Prevalent is ECS in End-user Networks?

In this section, we examine LDNS ECS adoption across end-

users. For this analysis we rely on the client-LDNS association

Non-ECS ECS Google OpenDNS Other
78.7 % 21.3% 19.1% 2% 0.2%

TABLE III: Global client IP address adoption of ECS-enabled LDNSes from
our Odin dataset.

Fig. 6: The percent of ECS traffic across client countries. The green line is
weighted by per-country end-user traffic volume (HTTP requests).

data from Odin (§IV) because we have client information for

all LDNSes, not just those that are ECS-enabled.

The large volume of ECS query volume seen in Figure 4

shows a skewed version of ECS adoption. Table III shows the

percent of global client IP addresses served by ECS or non-

ECS LDNSes. Only around 22% of client IPs observed in our

data use ECS enabled resolvers. Google public DNS serves

19% of all client IP addresses and 90% of those using ECS-

enabled resolvers. Two percent of clients use OpenDNS and

only a 10th of a percent of clients use ECS-enabled LDNSes

in other ASes.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of end-user ECS usage

across countries. In the weighted distribution, each country

is weighted by its daily average client HTTP request volume.

Around 95% of weighted countries have 35% or less of their

DNS traffic ECS-enabled. In contrast, around 95% of un-

weighted countries have 80% or less ECS-enabled traffic. This

difference is due to many small nations with high dependence

on public DNS services and low traffic volume.

Figure 7 gives us a global view of end-user ECS usage to

contrast the difference in adoption across regions. In several

Fig. 7: The percent of ECS traffic by client country.
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Fig. 8: The distribution of ECS usage across end-user ASes. The “Client IPs”
line shows distinct client IPs within an AS that use ECS enabled LDNSes,
and the “Request Volume” line weights each client IP by its HTTP(S) traffic
volume in Azure.

populous Asian countries, such as China, Japan, and Korea,

ECS usage is 6% or less. In Southeast Asia, Indonesia stands

out having low adoption compared to its neighbors. Much

of North and South America are in the 30-35% range, with

exceptions of lower usage in Uruguay and Peru, and very high

usage in Guyana. Much of Europe and Russia are in the 15-

20% range. Table IV summarizes the lowest and highest ECS

adopters by per-country query volume.

Bottom 10 Top 10

Country ECS Query
Volume Country ECS Query

Volume

Western Sahara 0%
Saint Pierre
and Miquelon

98.49%

Saint Helena 0.75% North Korea 98.03%
Wallis and
Futuna

1.3% Cape Verde 93.58%

Norfolk Island 1.38% Niue 90.95%
South Korea 5% Tokelau 85.59%
Aland Islands 5.57% Cook Islands 85.36%
Japan 5.86% Chad 84.01%
China 5.99% Liechtenstein 83.83%
Tajikistan 7.08% Djibouti 79.8%

Greenland 11.47%
Marshall
Islands

79.13%

TABLE IV: The highest and lowest ECS-enabled countries.

Figure 8 shows the percent of clients using ECS-enabled

LDNSes across all ASes. We see that 88% of client ASes

have some clients using ECS-enabled LDNSes. Slightly less

than 10% of ASes are exclusively using ECS-enabled LDNSes

and 12-18% have none.

Considering the small number of ISPs hosting ECS-enabled

resolvers, a significant number of clients around the world are

impacted by ECS. Interestingly, from Table IV, we observe

that even though China has the largest number of ASes with

ECS-enabled resolvers, their ECS query volume is 7th lowest

in the world. In the next section we examine this discrepancy.

D. ECS Adoption in China

Table II shows that out of the 76 ASes which contain

ECS-enabled LDNSes, more than one third (30, 39.4%) are

from China, while Figure 7 shows the percentage of ECS-

enabled DNS queries in China is just around 5%. Table V

lists the ISP names of these ASes. China Telecom(CT), China

Unicom(CU), China Mobile(CM), and CERNET are major

Chinese ISPs while the rest are among major Chinese IT

companies. The presence of ECS-enabled LDNSes in major

Chinese ISPs is in sharp contrast to adoption observed in

the rest of the world. We next describe our investigation to

understand this difference.

We first attempted to use reverse DNS lookup and CHAOS

class DNS queries [32] to gather information about the ECS-

enabled LDNS IPs. However, these methods were unhelpful

due to low response rate.

Since public DNS services are the well-known adopters

of ECS, we next examined Chinese public DNS services.

Table VI shows there are many Chinese public DNS services

(details available at https://aka.ms/cnpubdns), with 4 out of 7

supporting ECS. Public DNS+ documents that they support

ECS, while we identified three others (114 DNS, DNS Pai

and OneDNS) by sending ECS queries from an Azure VM to

their anycast serving IP and confirmed ECS options present

in the reply.

In order to understand if the ECS-enabled public DNS

services contribute to the ECS-enabled LDNSes in our ADNS

dataset, we need to know the backend IPs of these public DNS

services. A backend IP is a unicast IP address that forwards

the request to the authoritative server. LDNS requests do not

originate from the anycast IP address because the authoritative

server’s response may be directed to a different LDNS site.

However, unlike Google and OpenDNS who publish their

backend unicast IP ranges, the Chinese public DNS services

do not. As a result, we use Chinese RIPE Atlas [9] nodes

to collect the backend IPs of these LDNSes. We selected 14

active nodes in 4 major ISPs of China: 5 from China Telecom

(CT), 4 from China Unicom (CU), 4 from China Mobile (CM),

and 1 from CERNET. We query “whoami.akamai.net” [6]

and specify each of the Chinese public DNS’s serving IP

as the target nameserver to collect their backends. The

“whoami.akamai.net” hostname is a service run by Akamai

that returns the IP address of the querying LDNS as seen by

Akamai’s authoritative server. Our measurement ran every 2

hours from Jan 9th to Jan 13th, 2019 to cover peak/normal

hours and weekday/weekends.

Table VII shows the backend IPs collected from the Chinese

RIPE Atlas nodes. In total we found 237 unique backend

IPs from the seven Chinese public DNS services. We then

compare this list to the list of Chinese ECS-enabled LDNSes

in our ADNS dataset and found 56 overlapping IPs from the

four public DNS services: 114 DNS, Public DNS+, OneDNS

and DNS Pai. That means 47% (56/118) of the Chinese ECS-

enabled LDNS in our ADNS dataset belong to public DNS

services. Given our limited vantage points of 14 RIPE Atlas

nodes, we were only able to verify that a subset of the Chinese

ECS-enabled LDNSes in the ADNS dataset belong to public

DNS services, but believe there are more.

We also examine the ASNs of all 237 backend IPs we found

in RIPE Atlas data and list the ISP names in the last column of

Table VII. Interestingly, most of these backend IPs of Chinese

public DNS services are from the major Chinese ISPs’ ASNs.
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Name # ASNs
China Telecom (CT) 13
China Unicom (CU) 6
China Mobile (CM) 5
CERNET 1
Alibaba 2
Tencent 2
Huawei 1

Total 30

TABLE V: Chinese ISPs that send
ECS. Some ISPs regional ASNs we
count towards primary ISP. For ex-
ample, AS51466 is CT’s network for
Guangdong province.

Name ECS?
Baidu DNS No
sDNS No
114 DNS Yes
Ali DNS No
Public DNS+ Yes
OneDNS Yes
DNS Pai Yes

TABLE VI: Chinese Public
DNS services

Backend IPs Overlap w/ Chinese
ECS-enabled LDNS Backend ISP

Total 237 56
ECS enabled 166 56

114 DNS 35 3 CT, CU, CM

Public DNS+ 66 49 CT, CU, CM

OneDNS 47 22 CT, CU, CM

DNS Pai 52 1 CT, CU, CM, CERNET

No ECS 71 0
Baidu DNS 29 0 CT, CU, CM, Baidu

sDNS 8 0 CU, Alibaba, CNNIC

Ali DNS 34 0 CT, CU, CM, CERNET

TABLE VII: Backend IPs of Chinese Public DNS services. ISP
abbreviations are in Table V.

This explains why many Chinese ASNs show up in Table II.

Even though there are only four Chinese public DNS services

that support ECS, their backends are actually hosted in major

ISPs. This makes attributing LDNSes to their actual services

challenging.

To our knowledge, this is the first work to measure public

DNS services deployed in other ISPs’ networks. This deploy-

ment strategy was previously associated with large CDNs such

as Google and Akamai [10], [31]. Previous work has studied

China’s network topology and reports a highly hierarchical

structure [30] and inter-ISP links are known bottlenecks that

cause high latency [33]. In addition, there is limited peering

infrastructure in China [21] and the first IXP in China was built

only in 2016 [2]. Under such topology, public DNS services

must be present in major ISPs to get competitive latency.

Another interesting result is that different Chinese public

DNS services can share the same backend IPs. For example,

we observed 61.151.186.143 shared by DNSPod and OneDNS.

While we don’t exactly know why, one hypothesis is that

public DNS services share infrastructure to achieve better

customer performance when they have different footprints in

ISP networks.

Lastly, since we also collected the backend IPs of default

LDNS resolver of all Chinese RIPE Atlas nodes, which should

be the ISPs’ LDNS, we can check if any ISPs’ LDNS show

up as ECS enabled. Of the 59 default LDNSes from RIPE

Atlas nodes, we observe 30 in the ADNS dataset as non-ECS

only, suggesting that none of the ISP operated LDNSes support

ECS.

To summarize, we verified that at least half of the Chinese

ECS enabled LDNSes belong to Chinese public DNS services.

These public DNS services deploy their service inside other

ISPs’ network so many Chinese ASNs show up as ECS

enabled. We found no evidence that Chinese ISPs support ECS

on their own LDNSes.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Lack of Adoption

The lack of ECS adoption in LDNSes means that many

end-users receive sub-optimal performance from CDNs. In this

section, we discuss possible reasons for limited adoption.

Akamai’s previous work described ECS scaling challenges

from the CDN’s perspective [13]. They point out that with

an order of magnitude more clients than LDNSes, a CDN

mapping system must perform DNS resolution at much finer

granularity. This requires more memory in DNS servers to

support records at a client prefix level and more precise

measurements to capture per client prefix performance. The

second challenge is supporting additional DNS query volume,

with an increase roughly on the order of the number of /24s

served per LDNS.

LDNSes share a different set of challenges than authoritative

servers. It is well understood that DNS resolution contributes

to user-perceived latency. For an LDNS provider to offer the

same resolution performance with ECS, they must support

a much larger cache for per client-prefix DNS responses.

If additional cache is not available, the cache hit rate will

drop and user-perceived latency may increase. Whether the

latency benefit of the CDN’s improved redirection is enough

to overcome the penalty of a full DNS resolution remains an

open problem.

A second issue is cost. To avoid degrading existing user

performance, an LDNS provider may face with the cost of

upgrading a fleet of LDNS machines to support larger caches.

In addition, if their existing DNS software does not support

ECS, there is an engineering cost to add support or a cost

to switch DNS software. Additional concerns may include

end-user privacy and exposing proximity or topological rela-

tionships between clients and LDNSes to third parties. Given

these factors, there is no obvious incentive for end-user ISPs

to invest in supporting ECS. In contrast, popular public DNS

services are motivated to improve end-user performance with

ECS support because their usage provides valuable business

intelligence such as what popular domains individual IP ad-

dresses query for.

B. Future Work

Our results have strong implications for research and oper-

ations in the CDN space. ECS is a solution that is not being

widely adopted but performance problems from client-LDNS

mismatch remain. Additional work is needed to either solve

limitations of ECS (such as cache explosion) or to explore new

solutions. One solution put forth in previous work [11] showed

the benefits of a hybrid anycast-DNS redirection system.

Results showed that anycast could improve performance in

many client-LDNS mismatch cases but the evaluation was
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limited and to our knowledge, has never been evaluated in

production.

In our investigation of ECS in China (§V-D), we identified a

challenging issue: When services, such as public DNS, deploy

infrastructure in external ISPs, how can the operator of that

service be identified from an IP address?

VII. RELATED WORK

Previous work also explored ECS adopters. Most closely

related to our work, Sudrajat uses active probes to study ECS

adoptions on the Internet [29]. Using open DNS resolvers,

they found 17 ASes with ECS-enabled LDNSes. However,

this work is limited by querying only open DNS resolvers.

Most broadband, mobile, and enterprise networks do not serve

queries outside their own network because open DNS resolvers

are often used for DDoS attacks. This means the LDNSes used

by most users will not be covered. Our passive measurements

at production authoritative DNS servers at Microsoft have high

coverage of high traffic volume LDNSes.

Streibelt et.al [28] examined cache and user clustering

strategies of several CDN ECS adopters. Otto et.al [24] pre-

sented the first evaluation of ECS’s effectiveness and the adop-

tion level by CDNs. Chen et.al [13] studied the performance

impact of ECS adoption at Akamai. Sánchez et.al [25] also

evaluate the effectiveness of ECS with the Dasu measurement

platform.

Previous work explored DNS based server selection [15],

[26] and performance of other client redirection mecha-

nisms [11]. Other work examined the client-LDNS mismatch

problem through measurements of Web and DNS traffic [17],

[22] and proposed solutions of injecting client information in

hostnames [16].

ECS enables new way of understanding the Internet and

online services, while the capabilities also raise security and

privacy concerns. Calder et.al [10] leverage ECS to study the

expansion of Google’s serving infrastructure. Kintis et.al [19]

claim that ECS negatively impacts DNS privacy and enables

targeted DNS poisoning attacks. Our work compliments these

studies by better understanding the scope of ECS usage on the

Internet.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we examined the adoption of ECS in LDNSes

from the perspective of a large cloud provider. We find that

even though a large percent of non-public LDNSes would

be benefit from ECS, we observe only only 76 ASes with

any ECS queries over a one month period. In contrast, ECS

query volume is quite high due to the popularity of public

DNS services. We speculate that adoption is limited by cache

explosion and a lack of incentives. Our findings motivate the

need for continued research to improve client redirection.
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